
 

IMPORTANT SAFETY NOTES FOR RESTARTING REHEARSALS 

We are aware that many of our members have good reason to be cautious about the risk of covid 

infection by mixing with others. To reassure you all, we have drawn up the following common- 

sense measures. We apologise if they seem rather draconian, but they are intended to minimise 

the risk to everyone by preventing infection from entering the hall but, if that fails, minimising the 

number of members exposed to it. 

Please read the following carefully and respond to the question at the end.  

1. If you have even the slightest covid symptoms, have been in recent contact with 

someone who has, or have any cough, cold or sore throat do not come to rehearsal.  

2. Members should have received at least one vaccination, 2 in most cases.  

3. Please use hand sanitiser provided on entry. 

4. To avoid unnecessary mingling, please go straight to your seat and remain there. 

5. Hall doors and windows will be open for maximum ventilation: come prepared. 

6. Please minimise physical contact. 

7. Where possible chairs and rows will be wider spaced. Please do not move them 

together. 

8. Face masks should be worn until we start singing. Singing through a mask is not 

recommended! 

9. Initially refreshments will not be served so you may wish to bring your own but please 

remain in your seat at the break unless nature calls. 

As things develop, we hope to relax most of these requirements but please stick to them for now. 

I have received one/two vaccinations and will comply with the above.  

If you have any problems with the above, please tell us in confidence here: 

For the safety of all members, you will not be admitted to rehearsals unless this has been 

completed and returned. 

NOTE: The floor in St Peter’s Hall has been resurfaced and we are asked not to wear stiletto 

heels; basses in particular. 

 

 

 


